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    The problem in the existing market: 

 

Mass adoption, ease of access to cryptocurrency. A minimum of 70% of the 

population have heard of cryptocurrency, less than 15% of the population 

own it. 

 

The Nibble project wants to make cryptocurrency easier for people to 

understand, and easier to get into, whether that's as a miner, or a 

trader. 

 

The components needed to be able to mine Nibble are all available through 

the website. 

 

Were not here to revolutionize the crypto scene, were here to support 

'the vision' of bringing cryptocurrency to more people. 

 

 

    The solution and the product: 

 

The solution to this is to have an asic resistant algorithm, where people 

can mine a currency using basic equipment. 

A cryptocurrency designed with adoption in mind, allowing people to 

connect with each other, and become familiar with how cryptocurrencies 

work. 

 

 

    Competitive landscape & market size: 

 

There are lots of new coins produced everyday, everyone wanting to get 

onto the latest hype, hoping to make a fortune mining new coins the 

fastest, and selling them off on a market, having no interest in the 

actual project itself. 

 

At Nibble, our objective is to support the adoption of cryptocurrency, 

people will buy and sell on markets, that wont be stopped, however we 

wont put a price on our own product, the community will decide this 

through trading. 

 

    Key investment considerations: 

 

There was a premine of just 1%, only to swap out the minted coins from 

the old blockchain. There are no developer finders fees, no hidden 

transaction fees, no outside funding for the project. This is to show the 

community how invested in our product we are. The project is completely 

ran unfunded, donations can be made to support the project, please visit 

the website home page if you would like to do this where you can find the 

donation address. 

  

  

    Technical explanation of the token economy and use case(s): 

 

NibbleClassic uses CryptoNight lite v7. Our use case is quite a simple 

one, were not revolutionizing the scene, were not promising mobile 

mining, were not promising miracle payment methods or anything fancy... 

Were here to spread the word about cryptocurrency, and get more people 

involved, and keep things simple. 



 

There will be 210000000.00NBX available as a max supply 

Emission started at 200NBX as a reward per block 

Each block takes 150 seconds to mine 

Each block is unlocked and available for spend at 24 block confirmations 

 

 

 

    Team behind the project: 

 

Sudosups & the community 

 

NibbleClassic has a block time of 150 seconds which is what I like to dub 

as being in the goldilocks zone... at 150 seconds, this gives 24 blocks 

at a one hour rate, based on the supply and emmision rate, pushes 200 

reward per block as a starting point, not too little a reward, not too 

much, just right... The goldilocks zone. 

 

  

 

We have an awesome community, we now have 2 official mining pools, a 

block explorer, awesome website, Paper wallet. 

 

The best part is, under the hood were Turtle powered! 

 

Our community is rapidly growing, bringing in new ideas and new 

developments, all adding to the future success of NibbleClassic 

 

 

 

Everyone likes a little nibble! So come join us! 

 

Please also visit https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf to view the original 

whitepaper by Satoshi Nakamoto - Its a very educational piece. 

 

Sudosups 


